Online Teaching at the Universidad Veracruzana: Emerging Strategies and Challenges

Summary: In this paper, we briefly dissert past pandemics throughout history before addressing Covid-19. The objective is to describe the effects it has had on higher education and especially language, translation, and research teaching, as well as the challenges that have been faced with shifting from face-to-face lessons to online learning with help from information technologies. The advantages and disadvantages of this educational approach in a postgraduate context are reviewed, and the solutions that had to be implemented to offer quality education and avoid negative consequences for students’ learning. This project explains the strategies applied by the authorities, professors, and students at the Universidad Veracruzana. It is a qualitative interpretative study in which the data was collected through semi-structured interviews. The most interesting findings were the writing and speaking improvements of the students, given the thorough review from their professors and peers. Moreover, they learned to construct their knowledge and become more autonomous in search of solutions to the problems during confinement. At the same time, the professors learned to operate multiple e-learning platforms so as not to stay behind. In conclusion, all involved learned to be more resilient and positively look at life, despite the obstacles.
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Introduction

Education worldwide has undergone radical changes due to the appearance of Covid-19. Its speed of infection and harmfulness has caused schools to operate in a distance-learning mode. In some countries, the infrastructure for virtual education was already in place, and both students and teachers had the necessary resources to continue their academic activities without significant inconveniences. However, according to Gómez & Martínez (2021), the digital divide in Mexico has increased during the pandemic in rural and indigenous areas due to the low investment made by telecommunication companies. Furthermore, there is a limited availability of electronic devices due to the population’s economic factors and education levels (Gómez & Martínez, 2021).

In some graduate programs at the Universidad Veracruzana, the obstacles that would prevent effective education may have been overcome due to the National Council for Science and Technology scholarships; those help students to buy electronic gadgets and pay for Internet service. This research aims to describe the effects the pandemic has had on higher education and especially language, translation, and research teaching, as well as the challenges that have been faced with shifting from face-to-face lessons to online learning with help from information technologies.

The origins of pandemics

According to Martínez (2020), fear is the first human reaction to pandemics, followed by the desire to flee. However, he reports that there are always people interested in research, so the need for observation prevails. The second reaction when one is in the center of disaster is to look for culprits. This author also mentions that men have difficulty avoiding guilt; thus, epidemics are perceived as a punishment, he states:

“About twenty thousand years ago, on a stormy sunset, the sorcerer Cro-Magnon was returning from a retreat of several days in the mountains, where he had been collecting magic herbs when he was informed that one of the men of the town had arrived sick from a long hunting day. Convinced of his healing power, the sorcerer covered himself in his deer garb and went to see him. He pushed aside the leather that covered the entrance to the cave and illuminated the sick man with his torch. He immediately gave a start, recoiled in terror, ordered to break camp, and flee to an uncertain end in the middle of the night. In the pustular face of the sick man, he had recognized some plague (perhaps smallpox), the horrifying image of which he had received through successive accounts of his father and his grandfather, and he knew that death was inevitable.” (Martínez, 2020:1)

Martinez (2020) recounts that the first significant pandemic occurred in the time of Emperor Justinian in the 6th century AD and lasted 60 years. Then, the black death appeared and ravaged all of Europe between 1347 and 1382. In Boccaccio’s Decameron, the concepts of isolation and contagion had already existed (Martinez, 2020). During the first pandemics, it was seen that the risk of becoming ill increased when approaching a patient, as well as touching the corpses’ clothes. The consequences were flight and quarantine. In the middle of the 19th century, the concepts such as incubation appeared, and quarantine was widespread to avoid infectious diseases; outbreaks often provoke hysteria leading to the stigmatization of minority populations. In 1918, the Spanish flu killed between 40 and 100 million people in the world in a single year. As a result, measures such as personal hygiene and isolation of those affected were implemented.

The 21st century has brought new epidemic threats, such as the Asian pneumonia in 2003. Then, in 2014, the Ebola virus reemerged in West Africa and triggered the cancellation of international flights and high economic losses. In 2009, the H1N1 virus was detected in the United States and
Mexico and on April 25 of the same year, the World Health Organization declared a public health emergency and officially deemed it a pandemic. In our days, terror reemerged in 2019. The Covid-19 virus reminded us that random death, fear, rejection, and segregation come with every plague; therefore, confinement began all over the world.

**Covid-19 overview in Mexico**

In Mexico, the first case of the virus was detected on February 27, 2020. The carrier was a Mexican citizen bound from Italy. On March 24, phase 2 of the pandemic began, and economic activities were suspended. As well as avoiding mass gatherings, the authorities recommended remaining housebound, and the slogan *Stay at home* appeared everywhere.

A few days later, non-essential activities were suspended, except security, health, energy, and cleaning services. On radio and television, constant hand washing and disinfection of public areas were advised. Face masks became mandatory when going to public places to avoid contagion, and by March 30, the national health emergency was decreed. Later, Mexico’s Department of Higher Education (2020) implemented several actions. For example, reporting confirmed Covid-19 cases to the authorities and preventing the spread of fake news. Children, who had the necessary means, were able to continue studying through television and distance lessons. However, those from marginalized groups ran the risk of being left behind. Teachers were required to adapt to the new pedagogical concepts for which they had received no previous training.

Since the beginning of the pandemic, the Universidad Veracruzana has followed the instructions of Mexico’s Ministry of Health. They established an epidemiological traffic light on which the restrictions for the population were based to avoid the spread of Covid-19. This traffic light establishes four levels of alert: red, orange, yellow, and green. It is based on four aspects representing the impact of the disease: interpersonal transmission, territorial spread, response capacity, and health consequences.

Each month, the university mirrors the color of the traffic light for the community to follow. At the time we write these lines, August 17, 2021, it is reported that although the Federation places the state of Veracruz in yellow, the institution refers to the risk levels established by the state government, so the campuses in the cities of Xalapa and Veracruz are in orange and red, respectively. This decision means that academic activities will continue at a distance and library activities will be allowed up to 50% capacity.

Many higher education institutions worldwide had some resources to manage online teaching before the appearance of Covid-19. However, the training that would allow its correct use among the school community was missing. The Universidad Veracruzana prepared for distance learning almost 20 years ago with the creation of the *Eminus* system. This software integrates the functions of most commercial software, such as structuring of thematic units with various types of multimedia, the design of online evaluations, and a videoconferencing system. In the end, *Eminus* was not used by many professors. Instead, they used the tools they already knew well, for example, those developed by Google, Zoom, and other companies. Online teaching is also based on the well-known pedagogical theories.

**Literature review**

Epistemologically, education in a virtual modality is based on three popular pedagogical perspectives: behaviorism, cognitivism, and constructivism (Ally, 2004). The first is reflected in the activities programmed in a virtual language course, where the teacher codes a series of exercises to evaluate the students’ knowledge. Through these, the student is forced to prepare the topics before solving the questionnaires. On the other hand, those theories that prioritize cognitive processes as the main vehicle for
learning advocate for two primary elements: memory and individual differences (Ally, 2004). For example, if a virtual lesson is presented mainly in plain text, with no highlights of any kind, the student will probably have difficulty remembering its contents or meaningfulness. In other words:

“The pandemic has accelerated a process of digitalization that adds other peculiarities. It is about a more demanding read: the text is not physically in the environment; you have to find it in the cloud, requiring specific technical and cognitive skills. You have to manage apps, browse the web, move tactilely through the tiny pocket screen. Mentally you have to reconstruct the circumstantial context of each writing (the restaurant menu, the hand program, the map).” (Casany, 2020: n.d.)

Some studies mention the advantages and disadvantages of distance education. For example, Arkorful and Abaidoo (2015) report that some advantages are the time and space flexibility that virtual lessons offer, the easiness of obtaining information online, and, for asynchronous learning, the possibility that students review class materials at their own pace and learning style. Borstoff and Lowe (2007) point out that lower expenses for students and professors are also favorable. On the other hand, Arkorful and Abaidoo (2015) also claim that some disadvantages are the lack of personal interaction, the difficulty of answering students’ questions through a computer, and problems that arise with assessing online activities, given the possibility of cheating. Other disadvantages mentioned are: “bandwidth issues, […] lack of human contact, […] and technical difficulties (Borstoff & Lowe, 2007:17).

The strategies used by teachers and students during online education should also be considered. Studies such as Bailey and Card (2009) emphasize the importance of fostering student-teacher relationships and the commitment of everyone involved to establish constant communication through different technological tools. Moreover, they claim that there must be an agreement in the group regarding the distribution, creation, and assessment of assignments and projects punctually and appropriately and establishing learning goals clearly at the beginning of the course, and its development (Bailey & Card, 2009). This situation strengthens the role of the professor as a facilitator and impacts the students’ autonomy to improve their knowledge.

Other studies affirm the challenges that virtual teaching and learning involved. Jacobs (2013) claims that learning should focus on the students to develop their motivation, independence, and active participation in solving real problems. However, in Mexico and Latin America, the main challenges are technological (Ontiveros & Canay, 2013). These include, but are not limited to, issues relative to the digital divide, such as infrastructure costs and a stable Internet connection, and poor knowledge in using various technological tools. This problem is stressed in marginal areas. Jacobs (2013) explains a false belief that young students are capable of handling these tasks. Nonetheless, using technology to communicate or publish posts on social networks differs from its educational purposes. This difference could mean there is a need for training and practice to accomplish academic tasks online.

Finally, students’ writing could benefit from online feedback from their professors and peers. This process can occur through electronic means (email, instant messaging, word processors, or online apps). A study conducted with foreign language students (Tai, Ling & Yan, 2015) concluded that peer-review and professor input and corrections, enhance feedback usefulness and quality. Similarly, McVey (2008) mentions that teachers should personalize their comments according to their students’ needs and balance positive and negative observations.

Research design

This research was carried out during the January-June 2021 semester with professors and stu-
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dents from the Institute for Education Research of the Universidad Veracruzana. The project used a qualitative approach since it seeks to understand “how people interpret their experiences, how they construct their worlds and what meaning they attribute to their experiences” (Merriam & Tisdell, 2015: 6).

Semi-structured interviews were used to collect the data. This method allows “finding out things that cannot be directly observed [such as] feelings, thoughts and intentions” (Patton, 2014: 426). The selection of this technique responds to the duty of profoundly understanding the participants’ perceptions, and it fits the aim of describing the effects the pandemic has had on higher education and especially language, translation, and research teaching, as well as the challenges that have been faced with shifting from face-to-face lessons to online learning with help from information technologies.

The informants were 11 professors and 10 students due to the sufficient and meaningful data they provided. The professors teach their classes in foreign languages, specifically in French or English. The students have different personal and academic backgrounds. The criteria to participate in the study were to belong to any of the institute’s educational programs during January-June 2021. In addition, the students must have submitted homework, reports, or thesis extracts throughout the semester.

The participants’ voices give meaning to reality at a given moment; in our case, they are the opinions of professors and students who interact under a virtual modality within an institute of the Universidad Veracruzana. An interpretive constructivist stance is taken to elucidate the meanings that participants assign to their experiences within educational programs and explain how they have overcome obstacles and exploited areas of opportunity that arose during online classes.

The ethical considerations met during this research respond to the global need to respect the integrity of the participants (Neumann, 2014). Before starting the project, the students and professors signed informed consent. This document “explains aspects of a study to participants and asks for their voluntary agreement” (Neumann, 2014:151), therefore, to report the findings in this research, pseudonyms were used instead of the participants’ real names. It states that their rights as participants will be respected and that if they felt uncomfortable or disagreed with something, they could withdraw from the study at any time.

Findings

The findings are divided into four different categories: 1) the advantages and disadvantages of online teaching and learning of language, linguistics, and translation in higher education; 2) the strategies used in distance learning; 3) the challenges met by the participants regarding to online education and, 4) the influence of online lessons in the students’ writing.

Advantages and disadvantages of online teaching and learning

For professors, one of the advantages of online education is the ease of time management and decreasing travelling inconveniences. They also believe that students and their families spend fewer resources and reduce vehicles on the street. These views mostly coincide with Arkorful and Abaidoo’s (2015) findings about time and space flexibility of distance learning. They mention that it is easier to help students in distant places through virtual lessons and courses. Moreover, they claim it is possible to use different teaching materials. Professor Tania comments:

“We can have students from any region of the world as part of our school enrollment. There are no transportation costs; vitally crucial in a country with poor transportation. Students are not exposed to danger on the streets. [Besides,] the study material is cheaper.” (Professor Tania)
For students, the main advantages are that individual and collective knowledge can be shared more easily. Conrado mentions:

“You can, […], attend a course in Italy (for free) in the morning, another in the US in the afternoon, listen to a lecture, and participate in the evening. Thanks to distance education, it is possible to access materials and resources that were previously ephemeral (an unrecorded book presentation, a talk that was only given in a seminar, an untranscribed interview) and private (such is the case of many academics who have shared the links to their courses).” (Professor Conrado)

Learners also mention that they can achieve greater autonomy at work due to independence and responsibility. They also comment that online tools have favored their punctuality habits, saved universities’ expenses in goods and services, and the ability for each learner to work at their own pace, as pointed out by Arkorful and Abaidoo (2015).

Some of the main disadvantages for professors, as Manuel points out, are

“…the lack of equipment and infrastructure which causes frustration and anxiety since it is necessary to invest in […] a suitable workplace and the necessary equipment […]. Eye contact with the students is lost, some of them turn off their videos and […] dedicate their time to other activities, […] formality is lost.” (Professor Manuel)

Socioeconomic differences are also heightened, as pointed out by Professor Guillermo:

“The connectivity problems and the socioeconomic status of several students, especially undergraduate students, but also graduate students living in indigenous communities, have generated inequalities in the use of online learning. The university has not been able to ensure equitable connectivity for its students, which generates institutional discrimination.” (Professor Guillermo)

For students, the main disadvantages of online education are 1) the tendency to procrastinate and 2) physical and mental health is affected by remaining in front of the computer for long periods. Also, some learners have been anxious because they can no longer do in-person fieldwork. They added that many disadvantages relate to socioeconomic situations since low-income students have more difficulty accessing information technologies.

Two disadvantages that almost all the participants point out are the lack of interaction between professors and students and the difficulty of carrying out collaborative work, which affects the creation of bonds between them. Professors also claim that exposure to various distractors at home affects the student’s attention span. They state that online education is not synonymous with justice, equity, and democracy, which should be the principles of any educational system. Some professors forget that not all students learn at the same pace, yet the usual learning style is privileged.

Another drawback is the belief that being homebound, people have to be available at any time, even on weekends. The participants are concerned about the depersonalization of the educational process; they think the discussions held in class or when coffee was shared during breaks are necessary. Luis comments:

“I believe that there is a condition of dehumanization and individualism in this stage of the pandemic; […] The warmth of the face-to-face spaces is not replaceable by the labyrinths of solitude to which the virtual connection leads.” (Luis)

**Strategies in distance learning**

Professors comment that they organized online sessions with the students through different platforms every week. Regarding the strategies used for virtual teaching, there are written reports or essays, having students participate in class, and adaptations to the didactic materials. Some professors
mention the distribution of texts throughout their course and the request for written reports to verify understanding of the topics. Such is the case of professor Alba, who states that she provided “the students with a program and all the readings materials that [they] reviewed […] in digital [format]. They did the reading, and I asked them about it [and] they gave me a reading report”. In addition, certain professors explain the importance of peer or workgroup review to check student progress. For example, Professor Juan mentions:

“For me, it was important that in the session, they deliver a summary, synthesis, or short essay after each class, according to the topic that had been presented. In their writing it was clear who had been attentive to the class's progress and who had only listened to parts of the session.” (Professor Juan)

The most sought-out activities to maintain attention and participation during the synchronous sessions were presentations, debates, and group feedback organized by the learners. In addition, time management during sessions is considered crucial to avoid boredom and monotony. Professor Manuel comments that:

“Two moments are established to avoid fatigue and monotony, thinking about classes of 4 or 5 hours. First, content presentations or readings [are shown], [then] a break of 15 or 20 minutes. [After that], questions and doubts, comments and reflections on concepts or topics derived from the authors and readings discussed.” (Professor Manuel)

In the same vein, Professor Juan expresses that “… it was important that [the students] spoke, that they took initiatives of participation, made presentations, asked questions and at least were present with their voices”. This fragment matches the findings of Bailey and Card (2009), where teachers mentioned that group communication and timely feedback is essential for effective learning.

Most learners emphasized the organization and personal discipline they implemented during confinement to meet their academic commitments. Ariana mentions that “it was necessary to plan schedules and maintain the routine to meet the objectives of the planned school year”. Homero comments that to stay organized; he had to “take notes in Word or on paper; […] Identify the key points of the class to return to later; […] Listen to [his] classmates and professors to learn from their opinions, experiences and appropriations of the subject to be analyzed”.

**Challenges in online education**

As pointed out by Ontiveros and Canay (2013), three main themes prevail for teachers:

1) the shortcomings in terms of technological infrastructure and its proper use
2) the rules of organization in a virtual environment
3) the motivation of the students to participate during the sessions.

The lack of devices in good condition in the household, and stable Internet connection that allows the punctual and permanent attendance of the students to the scheduled sessions constitute the two main challenges that stand out in the first theme. For example, Professor Alba mentions that it is difficult for students to “… connect on time. Sometimes I could not do it with bad weather, or the signal strength is feeble”. Professor Guillermo summarizes that:

“The main challenge is the inequality that generates or deepens among our students: students from rural or urban-popular contexts, and indigenous students are much more affected by digital gaps. [Moreover] these are aggravated by the socioeconomic situation that their families and homes are going through.” (Professor Guillermo)

Professor Sabino mentions that it is necessary to “improve Internet access, but at the same time to
create institutional conditions so that students who lack adequate equipment can access them (diagnosing who requires special support).” On the other hand, it is also mentioned that, despite having adequate resources, training is required for their correct use. Professor Carlos expresses that it is necessary “to train teachers, students and administrative staff in the efficient use of these technologies.” Distance education's ethical and interaction considerations arising from distance education are also mentioned, given the little familiarity with these virtual environments. Professor Carlos summarizes that it is vital: “To become aware of the social and cultural impact that living with others in a virtual ecosystem entails, which immediately translates into implementing clear protocols for coexistence, as well as the implementation of new collaboration strategies, considering that teamwork is carried out remotely, always respecting the private life of the members of such an ecosystem.” (Professor Carlos)

Another critical factor is the motivation of the students to participate in the virtual sessions, which is similar to Jacob’s (2013) argument that active participation online is crucial. In particular, Professor Juan points out that “it is difficult [because] sometimes students turn off their camera and video in practically all cases, and there is the feeling that they are only speaking in front of a computer.” Also, Alba states that “the main challenge is to convince students to interact in class.”

Regarding students’ perceptions, the three challenges above appear similarly. The lack of technology or its stability is an issue mentioned by some participants. For example, Ariana comments that “something which frequently interrupted the sessions was the instability of the network.” Gonzalo mentions that “sometimes there were technical problems related to the quality of the Internet and the performance of [his] laptop, which made it difficult [...] to take the lessons.” These statements could be because of the remote location of the interviewees, where the connection to the network continues to be poor, as claimed by Gomez and Martinez (2021).

The second predominant theme is the customization of a workspace in the students’ homes; multiple interferences could hinder work and concentration by staying at home. Homer comments that it was necessary to “adapt a space for [the] lessons in which there was no noise or distractions.” Similarly, Yuridia expresses that she had to control “noises at home [as well as] to cope with external sounds,” and Conrado states that he had to “build his own space for intellectual creation and development” so as not to obstruct his virtual learning.

Third, most students report that they had to learn to use the technological tools chosen by the professors. This situation is very similar to Jacobs’ (2013) findings of youth’s technological skills. Furthermore, learners claim that adapting to the virtual learning modality was necessary, which generated a greater demand for self-learning and responsibility. For example, Homer comments that it was necessary to “learn to use Zoom, [Google] Meet, and Microsoft Teams.” Mario concurs that “mastering the software to take class sessions, […] from knowing how to start, up to using all the tools available in the meetings,” was unavoidable.

Finally, some informants indicated some affections in their emotional state due to confinement. Luis indicates that his main challenge was coping with

“Loneliness. Standing in front of a screen without having actual contact with other people has not been easy. The emotional side has been compromised with this type of work, and concentration and mental health.” (Luis)

Yolanda identified “new socio-emotional reactions such as stress, despair, among others,” and Gonzalo felt “unable to learn because the interaction process through the computer was hampered.”
Online lessons and their influence on students’ writing

The postgraduate professors, in general, are not very satisfied with the progress of their students in terms of writing. Professor Manuel comments:

“In general, they express themselves and make use of writing clearly, but there are mistakes in specific uses of academic writing, which even when they are taught models, it is difficult for them to assimilate and apply without it being clear since it is nothing more than adopting a pattern. [...] At the end of the course, there are specific improvements, but slow progress is observed.” (Professor Manuel)

They mention that students are used to being corrected and do not bother to review what they will turn in carefully. Also, they do not know how to use word processors properly. Other professors think there were setbacks in writing because learners are more exposed to poorly written materials and consult electronic sources that do not use academic language. They think that this reflects, in a way, that professors continue to be an essential reference in the educational process. Moreover, they believe in systematizing, classifying, and distinguishing worthwhile from trivial information. They also comment that they carefully reviewed all the essays and these chapters submitted by the students and marked their corrections using the Track Changes tool in Microsoft Word. Professor Tania comments:

“I used the writings at the end of each unit. I offered Zoom sessions to discuss the pre-writing process (few were online). Subsequently, the Zoom session became a Writing Center for students who required it.” (Professor Tania)

Students also point out their progress in writing and comment that they could write better in less time, thanks to the feedback they received. This idea concurs with Tai, Ling & Yan’s (2015) research, especially when learners received feedback from peers and professors. Furthermore, they learned to express the main ideas in their theses, and their reading comprehension of scientific texts improved. Others indicate that the confinement provided them enough time to write, rewrite and contact authors from other countries and working groups. They were also able to share their texts with more people and receive recommendations from other authors and seminars. Homero explains what helped him improve his writing:

“Regularly, we wrote reading reports on the topics to be analyzed in the different sessions. These were reviewed by the professor, who pointed out the mistakes or issues that could be improved. However, not all professors send feedback on our work. In addition, the students of this course had to review the reading reports of our classmates, which helped us identify linguistic and extralinguistic errors and learn other ways of interpreting the document. In the end, we made a portfolio with all the tasks; this evidenced our progress in writing and academic argumentation.” (Homero)

Some students commented that they were aware of the importance of writing because it took two or three hours to review a paper, so as not to deliver something inconsistent. Others mention that they improved their academic writing thanks to the comments made by the students about their schoolwork, and in this way, they learned to argue and strengthen the syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic aspects of the writing process. As McVey (2008) shows, professors’ comments appear in different ways and means, balancing positive and negative aspects. Learners agree that writing is key to efficient communication, starting with emails, as they have the most significant impact if on getting a positive response. In general, they comment that they have noticed progress throughout each semester, as they write better at the end of the school year.
Conclusion

The pandemic has urged us to reflect on the need to ensure that all young Mexicans from urban, rural, and indigenous environments have the opportunity to attend school and develop their knowledge, skills, attitudes, and values, which allow them to contribute to society. Educators must be prepared because perhaps lessons will occur in a hybrid format, and there should be training on how to use different software, video channels, online dictionaries, and other technologies. The digitalization process has quickened, and if we are not competent, both teachers and students will continue to suffer from stress and anxiety.

We have changed the physical copies of books for computers, mobile phones, WhatsApp texts, PDF files downloaded from the Internet, but we continue doing almost the same tasks: teachers prepare the programs and distribute assignments at the beginning of the courses; the students comment and prepare reading reports, essays, and theses. Some professors refuse to review online; others understand that doing it carefully from the beginning and being strict about writing will pay off for everyone, as the time invested will be more than rewarded by seeing their students’ progress.

At first, it was thought that it was straightforward to change face-to-face for online classes, with the exact schedules, programs, and objectives, but we soon realized how difficult and tiring it is to spend several hours in front of the screen. Some students turn off their video cameras and dedicate their time to other activities. Hence, the professor does not have the same control as in an in-person class. Among the main advantages of the new modality for professors were fewer inconveniences in transportation, traffic reduction, and the chance to work with learners in remote locations. Likewise, the students value their independence and increased responsibility during their virtual education. Also, they seem to appreciate how online learning forced them to be punctual and that professors and tutors are available to support them.

Both students and professors agree that México’s main disadvantages and challenges for online education are the lack of technology and training, especially for rural learners. Furthermore, the limited human contact during online lessons is also a concern. Regarding writing progress, the professors are not generally satisfied, but the students are. A possible solution appears to be the level and quality of the feedback received by peers and tutors. Moreover, learners report being more thorough now that their academic independence has been strengthened. Now the challenge is to, as much as possible, build a more resilient and just society. Nevertheless, if we are optimistic, our vision of the past teaches us that humanity ends up prevailing even through the most devastating epidemics.
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Ова студија има за циљ да опише ефекте које је пандемија вируса корона имала на високо образовање, а посебно на наставу језика, превођења и истраживања, као и изазове са којима се суштава прелазак са часова уживо на онлайн-учење, још и конкретно информацијских Језеколошке сащита. У Мексику су, за разлику од развијенијих земаља, јеримеани негосистација у овекрмљеноста и Језаколошкой култусу заједнике која остаја основно и високо образовање, али су проблеми више налазени у руралним и аутохтоном срединама.

Сагледани су негосистација и јердосноност виртуелне наставе у носашици језика, а посебно на наставу језика, превођења и истраживања, као и изазове са којима се суштава прелазак са часова уживо на онлайн-учење, још и конкретно информацијских Језеколошке сащита. Објашњене су и јердосноноста које користи уџбеник, професор и суграђани Универзитета Веракруса. Истраживање је сироведено Јоком семестра фебруар–јун 2021. године на једном истраживачком комплексу инспиришту је мексичком државном универзитету, у држави Веракрус.

Теоријска основа онлайн-учења слична је онај од наставе уживо. Она обухвата концепцију из разных теорија учења, као што су: бихевиорисичка, коњнитивисичка и кон-сигурнистицичка теорија. Међутим, ове се размийрају јеримеани негосистација и јердосноноста виртуелне наставе у носашици језика, а посебно на наставу језика, превођења и истраживања, као и јердосноноста које користи уџбеник, професор и суграђани Универзитета Веракруса. Според ове језенике виртуелне наставе је такође уобично да имају већу аутономију у раду, јер имају веће могућности за развој у настави на основу својих потреба и могућности.
многим студентима не само из руралних већ и из урбаних средини да имају сигурни јер исучијути иредаљењима. С друге стране, разна омешања кој куће могу да умање јачину укладености у шоку онлайн-наставе. Уз то, неке институције осланају се на импровизацију, а неки настајавници немају развијену дигиталну културу јер нису имали јерозофункционално усавршавање у шоку области. Професори и студенци који су учествовали у истраживању изражавају забринутост у вези са недовољном интеграцијом у шоку онлайн-наставе и шоке коњама на које наилазе у шоку колаборацијној рада. Ови проблеми омешају сивање времена у шоку између свих учесника у настави на даљину. Студенци држења њихова склоности да одсуствовају и снижују да је нису у синхронично и физичко здравље у редају јер морају много времена да искористе онлајн ерана комуникацију и не могу да се видају са њиховима и члановима Јородице. Неким студентима смења идеоо више не могу да се баве истраживајачким радом на јерени ми могу да учествују у међународним архитектурним размене студенцима.

Уочен је напредак кој студенци у шоку радова вештачка и усмене комуникације, захваљујући исцрпним коменинсарима јеросора на иланс радова студенцима и усменим онлайн-јерегуцијама у шоку час. Осим шећа, студенци су научили да ираке социјалне знанства и инжењерство решења за разне проблеме у шоку рада од куће. Када је реч о јеросредним, они су научили да корисите разне илазенформе за онлайн-учење и рад са студентима. Да закључимо, сви учесници истраживања научили су да буду овогорији и да на живцу илегају Јозиниони уговоре студенцима.

**Кључне речи:** образовање на даљину, настава, онлайн учење, јосибошлмске ситуације, високо образовање.